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• 5 BASIC INTERACTION 

Chip 
A Chip is a simple object that consists of the following: 

CenterPoint 
Center of the chip in the layout. 

Name 
Name of the chip. 

In this simple application, the class Chip has no methods of its own. The 
entire functional behavior is captured in the Circuit class. In general, this 
would not be true. Circuits would consist of a variety of classes of circuit 
objects, each of which would have its own behavior. We will discuss more 
complex models in later chapters when we have more powerful geometric and 
architectural tools to handle them. 

Wire 
Wires are also quite simple and contain only their relevant data, as follows: 

Chipl 
Chip index to which the wired is connected. 

Connectorl 
Connector index in Chip1 to which the wire is connected. All Chips 
have exactly 8 connectors. 

Chip2 
Chip index for the other end of the wire. 

Connector2 
Connector index from Chip2 for the other end of the wire. 

5.2 Model-View-Controller Architecture 
The Smalltalk system was developed as a language and an environment for 
building interactive applications.1 As part of that development, an architec
ture for interactive applications was designed. This object-oriented approach 
was called the model-view-controller (MVC) architecture.2 A schematic of 
this architecture is shown in Figure 5-2. 

The model is the information that the application is trying to manipulate. 
This is the data representation of the real-world objects in which the user is 
interested. In our logic diagrams, the model would consist of the Circuit, 
Chip, and Wire classes. 

The view implements a visual display of the model. In our application, 
there are two views, the circuit view and the part list view. Anytime the 

Figure 5-2 
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5.2 MODEL-VIEW-CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE. • 

Figure 5-2 Model-view-controller 

model is changed, each view of that model must be notified so that it can 
change the visual presentation of the model on the screen. A region of the 
screen that is no longer consistent with the model information is called dam
aged. When notified of a change, the view will identify the changed parts of 
the display and report those regions as damaged to the windowing system. In 
some systems, such regions are called invalid or out of date. In this text, we 
will use the term damaged. Reporting of damaged regions is fundamental to 
maintaining views on the screen. 

A model, like ours, may have multiple views. In such a case, all views must 
be notified of the changes and the windowing system will collect them all. 
Later, when the main event loop looks for a new event to process, there will 
be redraw events waiting for any views that were affected by damage reporting 
and by any windowing operations. Each view must redraw the damaged areas 
based on information in the model. In addition to drawing the display, a view 
is also the location for all display geometry as will be discussed later. 

The controller receives all of the input events from the user and decides 
what they mean and what should be done. In the circuit view of our example, 
the controller would receive a mouse-down event and must determine from 
the currently selected menu item whether wires or chips are to be manipu
lated. The controller must communicate with the view to determine what 
objects are being selected. For example, since the circuit view is responsible 
for positioning all of the chips in the window, the controller must be able to 
pass a mouse point to the view to determine if that mouse point is over a chip, 
a wire, or in empty space. Once the controller has all of the information that it 
needs, it will make calls on the objects in the model to make the appropriate 
changes. These calls by the controller on the model will cause the model to 
notify the views, and the displays will be updated. 

Because the functionality of the controller and the view are so tightly inter
twined and also because controllers and views almost always occur in pairs, 
many architectures combine the two functions into a single class. Recall from 
Chapter 4 the WinEventHandler class, which had several methods for 
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• 5 BASIC INTERACTION 

responding to events. The Redraw method would implement the majority of 
the view. (The methods to handle notification from the model and object 
selection for the controller must be added.) The mouse and keyboard methods 
would implement the controller functionality. The model is implemented 
based on our functional design as described in Chapter 2. 

5.2.1 The Problem with Multiple Parts 

In simple applications, it is tempting to combine the model, view, and con
troller into a single class or into global variables. Such an approach will not 
scale up to large applications. The model classes must be separated out for 
two reasons. The first is that there may be multiple models that a user is 
working with. In our example, the user may have an old version of the circuit 
on the screen and may be using it as a guide to design a new version in a sepa
rate window. This scenario would require multiple models and multiple 
views. The implementations would be the same but different information is 
being manipulated in each case. 

A second problem, which is frequently ignored by those building simple 
applications, is the fact that a model may have more than one view. In our 
example, the model has at least two views, the circuit view and the parts list 
view. Each view is very different but each must be updated when a chip is 
added to the circuit. There may also be multiple, similar views of the same 
model. Our example application does not support scrolling of the circuit view, 
but let us suppose that it did. Let us also suppose that the circuit was very 
large and the user had need to work in two separate areas of the circuit at 
once. An additional circuit view of the same circuit could be created at run 
time. Each view could be scrolled to a different part of the circuit. In such an 
application, there can be any number of views of the same model, depending 
on what the user is trying to do. Each of these views must be kept consistent 
with the model and the user must be able to interact with the model through 
the controllers of each of those views. The support for multiple views is the 
primary reason for the separation between the model and the view-controller. 

There are also software maintenance reasons for the separation. Suppose, 
for example, that our users look at our first implementation and decide that it 
is important to have a wiring list view that shows all of the wires and that 
names their connections. We could implement the new view and its con
troller and add it to the list of views that need to be notified whenever the 
model changes. The existing views would not need to be changed and the 
model would be unaffected. With the addition of a new view, new model 
information may be needed; however, the old views would still respond in the 
same way. 

Suppose that our graphics designers and marketing people decide that chips 
should be drawn with a 3D look rather than a flat schematic look. Only the 
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